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One of designer Diana Garreau’s 
latest endeavors, custom NEOPRENE 
CUSHIONS with names like Casbah 
Terrace, Gobi Desert and Marrakech Patio, 
may have international design themes, 
but they are made in the U.S. The color-
ful cushions are perfect for the outdoors 
and are available for view by appoint-
ment only, from $200, in GARREAU’S 
LAGUNA BEACH STUDIO.  
(949-375-0340; dianagarreau.com)

Authentic Art and Rug Gallery’s col-
lection of Persian, Turkish, Indian and 
Pakistani rugs is extensive and can  
dramatically change the feel of any  
room in the house. These KASHAN 
RUGS, made by two families in the  
village of Kashan in Iran, are weaved,  
washed and then spread out on roof- 
tops to dry in the sun, from $800, at  
AUTHENTIC ART AND RUG GALLERY.  
(949-497-2777; authenticartco.com) 

Cerno’s SILVA GIANT LED FLOOR 
LAMP has a strong presence in any 
space, large or small. The eco-friendly 
piece will light up anyone’s day,  
$2,305, at FLASHMAN DESIGN.  
(949-892-9826; flashmandesign.com)

If you know someone who is looking to 
welcome guests with a little more color 
and style, these INDOOR/OUTDOOR 
HEMP MATS, which are hand-woven 
in India, will brighten up anyone’s front 
porch, $130, at BRASS TACK.  
(949-715-0310; brasstackstudio.com)

FOR THOSE SEEKING A 
DESIGN UPGRADE

Pretend you’re entertaining in the 
south of France with these colorful and 

sturdy SERVING TRAYS lined with fabric 
imported from France, $48 for small or  

$115 for large, at LIGNE BLANCHE.  
(949-549-4848; ligne-blanche.business.site)

This GOLD LION INCENSE HOLDER, 
made by Astier de Villatte—a company 

beloved for its tradition of artisanal ceram-
ics and fragrances handmade in Paris—is 

a sculpted lion dipped in gold that holds 
Astier de Villatte SCENTED INCENSE 

STICKS. The “Awaji” incense, crafted in 
Japan, burns a delicate scent of driftwood,  

resins, jasmine and immortelle, $230 for  
the holder and $55 for the box of incense,  

both at FETNEH BLAKE CONCEPT.  
(949-494-3787; fetnehblake.com)

Gift them the look of superstars Beyoncé, 
John Legend, Jessica Alba, Kendall  

Jenner and H.E.R. with Ahlem Eyewear,  
produced in small batches in the  

atelier community of Oyonnax, France.  
These MONTORGUEIL SUNGLASSES,  

available in three colors, are hard to keep in 
stock, $550, at SOUL FOCUS OPTICAL. 

 (949-549-4084; soulfocusoptical.com)

If you know someone with a sweet 
tooth who’s longing for these gluten-free, 

preservative-free French treats, put together 
a MACARON GIFT BOX of handcrafted 

goodness, available in more than 20  
flavors. The signature pink-and-black gift 

boxes are available in six-, 12- and  
20-count options, from $16, at  

LE MACARON FRENCH PASTRIES. 
 (949-715-5282; lemacaron-us.com)
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